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- Part of the new Chomsky Perspectives series
- Aimed the serious Chomsky reader, the covers will showcase contemporary, striking designs by star designer David Pearson
- Perfect for front-of-store displays – POS materials will be provided on request

‘One of the most important intellectuals alive’ Independent

In the late 1980s, in the midst of Reagan’s interventions in Central America, Chomsky travelled to Nicaragua and gave the lectures that became On Power & Ideology. The lectures provide a master class in foreign policy analysis from an intellectual at the height of his powers, covering everything from the US domestic basis of its overseas actions, to the pernicious concept of ‘National Security’ and its destabilising effect, to the broad framework of global imperial order which the United States seeks to maintain. A defining moment in the Cold War meets a defining moment in the career of one of its most important critics.

Chomsky Perspectives is a contemporary collection of classic works from one of the world’s most important and respected commentators on global affairs. Including both enduring favourites and neglected essentials, Chomsky Perspectives makes available a wealth of Chomsky’s thoughts on the 20th Century and its aftermath and will be invaluable to serious followers of his work and scholars alike.

Noam Chomsky is a renowned linguist and one of the world’s foremost social critics. He is Institute Professor in the Department of Linguistics and Philosophy at MIT and the author of numerous books for Pluto Press, including Fateful Triangle, The New Military Humanism, Power and Terror and A New Generation Draws the Line.